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Today’s competitive battleground is fuelled by
information. Leaders will use the power of Big Data to
drive Return on Information.
Today, information is at the core of the enterprise. The dramatic increase in volume, velocity
and variety of information is transforming the core of businesses and governments. As a result,
a new definition of ROI - Return on Information –will help organizations to drive better return
from all their information assets.
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In the next five years, Return on Information (ROI) will be the defining measure of success by
calculating the value that organizations derive from their investments in storing, managing,
understanding, and acting upon information. Leaders will efficiently and cost-effectively extract
insight from 100 percent of their data (structured, semi-structured, and unstructured) to drive
actionable insight and timely enterprise decisions.
Harnessing the Power of Big Data will help enterprises store, manage, understand and act
upon the volume, velocity and variety of organizational data to drive maximum “Return on
Information.”

Volume, Velocity and Variety – The Big Data Challenge
When people think of Big Data challenges, they immediately think of the volume and the speed
at which it is growing (velocity). The bigger challenge is the variety of information. The world’s
‘digital universe’ will grow to 2.7 Zetabytes (ZB) (1ZB = 1 billion terabytes) in 2012, up 48
percent from 2011.
That number will rocket toward 8 ZB by 20151. While these figures are daunting, the bigger
challenge is the different data forms within that 8ZB.
IDC predicts that by 2015 over 90 percent of that data will be unstructured (e.g., images, videos,
MP3 music files, and other files based on social media and Web enabled workloads). While this
data is full of rich information it is hard to understand and analyze2. For many organizations,
they haven’t even begun to understand how to do it with these new data types.

Just think, every 60 seconds, the world generates massive amounts of unstructured data:
• 98,000+ tweets
• 695,000 Facebook status updates
• 11,000,000,000 instant messages
• 168,000,000,000+ emails sent
• 1,820,000,000,000+ bytes of data created
1 Source “IDC Predictions 2012: Competing for 2020,
Document 231720, December 2011” – Frank Gens
2 Source “IDC Predictions 2012: Competing for 2020,
Document 231720, December 2011” - Frank Gens
http://www.go-gulf.com/60scs_v2.jpg
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Some organizations believe the challenge is about their massive data volumes. Others think
the challenge is in the rapid rate of growth. Still others worry about the challenge handling the
new types of data. As you can see above, the real challenge is a perfect storm – facing all three
challenges simultaneously.
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Extract value from all data types – A Real World Example
The Big Data opportunity is about driving actionable insight and timely enterprise decisions
from the combination of different types of data – unstructured, semi-structured, and
structured data. While each type alone delivers value, together they provide true insight.
Unstructured data consists of the ideas and concepts that people communicate every day, in
emails, PowerPoints, phone conversations, texts, tweets and videos. Semi-structured data is
generated by machines, such as the small wireless electronic sensors on virtually every new
product in our lives. Structured data is what customers traditionally store in databases, such
as credit card transactions, customer relationship data, or account information. This is further
complicated by the very volume of this data (now routinely measured in Petabytes) and the
velocity of its growth.
Today, sensors are collecting information on virtually every aspect of daily life, including:
wireless telemetry, energy meters, weather data, biological and chemical experiments,
and device location. This is in addition to the already significant IT data that organizations’
equipment already generates – e.g. logs, monitoring information, and security flows. Humans
and machines are generating data so quickly that they dwarf the growth in traditional,
structured information.
For a vivid example of the newest contributor to the data explosion, semi-structured
(machine-generated) data, consider the CeNSE based Sensor Networks. In 2007, HP Labs
proposed an ambitious research agenda to build environmental sensors to act as the receptors,
or nerve endings, for the Central Nervous System for the Earth (CeNSE). These receptors
are based upon nanotechnologies to detect mechanical, electrical and optical signatures at
unprecedented sensitivity levels that define the state of the art. These nano-sensors can
be used to detect vibrations, motion, sound, color, light, humidity, chemical composition and
many other characteristics of their environment. These sensors can revolutionize the search
for new oil reservoirs, structural integrity for buildings and bridges, merchandise tracking and
authentication, food and water safety, energy use and optimization, healthcare monitoring and
cost savings, and climate and environmental monitoring.

These nano-sensors and the sensing ecosystem for collecting, communicating, storing and
analyzing data, reinforce HP’s market leadership in delivering end-to-end Big Data analytics
solutions for cyber-physical systems. Two key sensors are the Richter MEMS physical sensors
and the SERS nano-finger chemical and biological sensors. The Richter MEMS accelerometer is
1000x more sensitive than competitive physical sensors and can be used to listen and to feel
the cyber-physical world. The SERS nano-finger chemical and biological sensor is 1 million
times more sensitive than competition can taste and smell the cyber-physical world.
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Other large sensor networks are being designed and deployed by leading HP customers. For
example, the Richter physical sensor which is in trial will ultimately involve up to one million
sensors. At that scale, the sensors generate between 70-100 terabytes of data per day. That
data must be communicated through wireless networks to the cloud for storage and analytics.
That’s more than 25 Petabytes of data in one year! The back-end network to configure, monitor
and manage the sensors also generates about 1 terabyte per day as well in addition to the
mainline sensor application.
As we look into the future, researchers at HP Labs estimate that by the year 2030 there may
be up to a trillion sensors deployed and monitoring the cyber-physical world. A trillion sensors
imply about one sensor every 10 square feet covering the US or 150 sensors per person on the
planet. And as sensor networks grow to this scale, it means one million times more storage and
processing will be required.
Organizations have traditionally analyzed only their structured information, convinced that they
had insight into their business. The massive growth of new types of information exposes the
new reality: organizations have insight into only a thin slice of their world. This reality presents
both risk and opportunity.
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Return on Information – Translating Information into Time
to Value
Return on Information is a strategic view of investment. It is the higher order measurement
beyond traditional ROI. Information Value, by definition, is the reason for all Information
Technology investment. There are three key components to Return on Information: insight,
time to value, and cost.

Insight is the value extracted from all types of information. The value of that insight is derived
from the percentage of data that an organization analyzes, how deeply it analyzes that data,
and how many people benefit from the analytics. In other words, would an analyst prefer to
make a decision based on 100 percent of information, or make a “gut call” or guess based on a
thin slice of data? Would an organization rather skim the surface of its data or truly understand
what its information is telling it? Would it be better off if everybody had access to the insight
gained from the data, or just a scattered handful of employees? Insight is about analyzing 100
percent of the data and ensuring that everybody who needs it understands what should drive
critical enterprise decisions. The more right-time actionable insight, the greater the value an
organization derives from its information.
Time to Value is the speed at which information insight is made available. We are in a new
world which demands near-instant decisions on a 24x7x365 basis. As a result, time to value
has never been more important. The right people need the right information at the right time
to maximize the value of the information. If the insight comes days after decisions have been
made, it’s not insight. Put simply – speed matters. The window for time to value is shrinking and
is further compounded by the amount and type of data that must be analyzed.
Total cost is how much enterprises spend on their information. Total cost comprises the Capital
and Operational expenditures (CapEx, OpEx) required for storing, managing, and analyzing
data. Many organizations don’t realize that, when they’re not managing or analyzing 100
percent of their data, they’re still paying ever-increasing costs to store and manage inert data.
Therefore, they can often reduce their total costs by just actively managing their information.
This management will also lay the groundwork for the analytics to derive the full value from
that data.
So in summary, Return on Information translates to a simple equation: the value derived from
actionable insight is inversely proportional to (divided by) the time to value. The sooner the
insight is delivered, the greater the data value. Return on Information is the data value divided
by the total cost.
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New research: Summary of Coleman Parkes Research study
To understand the current state of Information Optimization, HP commissioned an independent
study to focus on information growth and challenges. In October 2012, Coleman Parkes
carried out 550 telephone interviews with senior business executives, and senior technology
executives, in Enterprise-level companies around the globe to understand their information
optimization challenges, priorities, and perspectives. Some of the key results:
Nearly 70 percent of respondents (and 74 percent in public sector) agreed with the following
statement:
• “Gaining insight and effectively managing Big Data is strategic to our organization”.
• “An effective information optimization strategy will give our organization a competitive
advantage”.
65 percent of respondents indicated they needed the skills of a Chief Data Officer to bridge Big
Data and drive enterprise insight. (Highest ranked from an importance perspective with almost
1 out of 2 selecting.)
However:
• Barely 50 percent of survey respondents indicated that they use all sources of structured,
semi-structured and unstructured data to analyze and act.
• Nearly 60 percent of business executives report that their organization is not equipped with
the right solutions to gain insight from Big Data.
• Nearly 40 percent of all executives report that their organization is not currently prepared in
terms of having the right strategies, tools and policies in place to prevent data corruption and
unauthorized access to their data.
• Only 16 percent of executives said that IT immediately provides the right information at the
point of need that enables them to obtain actionable insight that drives the right business
outcome… (Up from 2 percent last year).
• Only 10 percent of executives said their organization currently incorporates unstructured
data into their enterprise insights, processes, and strategy.
What do they plan to do?
• Over 90 percent reported that in the next three years, their organization plans to incorporate
unstructured data into their enterprise insights, processes, and strategy.

A Day in the Life of Information: Putting Big Data into
practice
As you seek to gain command over the incredible volume, velocity and variety of information
your enterprise or government organization faces, it helps to take a step back and look at ‘A
Day in the Life of Information’. The sources are known; the destinations are clear. But without a
Next Generation Information Platform to drive intelligent and timely enterprise decisions, it will
be difficult to take command of Big Data from theory to practice.
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HP’s Information Optimization Solution: Harness the
Power of Big Data
HP can help you gain command over the incredible volume, velocity and variety of your
information to drive actionable insight and timely enterprise decisions. We can help you
maximize Return on Information. If you are a business, we can help you grow faster and serve
customers better while reducing cost. If you are a government, we can help you better serve
citizens at lower cost. We can help you deploy phased solutions that rapidly address your most
critical challenges, each incremental step helping you derive more value from that information.
HP’s Information Optimization solutions deliver the best Return on Information. Only HP has the
Next Generation Information Platform required to deliver on this new definition of ROI, helping
you to drive better return from all your information assets.
HP’s Next Generation Information Platform enables you to build a robust information
ecosystem that maximizes your Return on Information by intelligently storing, managing,
understanding and acting on 100 percent of information.
STORE – HP builds intelligent storage that is designed for the future that delivers
• Big Data scale, to tame and mine object and file content
• Instant value extraction and search of Big Data
• Purpose-built for meaning-based computing
MANAGE – HP enables an Intelligent Information Ecosystem that is
• Protected by a holistic view of governance and security
• Characterized for specific workloads through HP AppSystems for transactional, warehouse
or analytic workloads. Each have significantly different memory, processor, storage and
networking requirements
• Culled by prioritization for separating signal from noise and optimizing resources to act on
useful data
• Designed for performance and high availability
UNDERSTAND – HP helps customers to intelligently understand their data by providing
• Pan-enterprise functionality for multichannel management and delivery
• Purpose-built scalable analytic platforms for advanced, predictive and real-time analytics
ACT – HP helps organizations take that information and make intelligent, critical decisions,
faster, through
• Web Content Management for centralized online marketing support and eCommerce
• CMO analytics for MVT (multivariable testing), click stream and sentiment analytics,
segmentation and targeting
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The result is any customer can maximize top-line Big Data value, minimize spend and optimize
their Return on Information. HP customers across a variety of industries already have begun to
maximize their Return on Information.
An HP Risk Management Solutions (RMS) customer managing catastrophe and risk
management in the Financial Services industries has seen that “…with 100’s of clients and
1000’s of analyses, understanding our portfolio used to take 3 months – with Vertica it doesn’t
even take an hour. We’ve not only saved millions, but made even more…”
A lottery game corporation and law enforcement authorities together in Canada solved a real
world fraud case within minutes – something that would normally have taken 5-10 people
working six months to a year. The gaming corporation deployed a ticket profiling system built
on the HP solution for Microsoft SQL Server Fast Track Data Warehouse that correctly identified
the rightful winner of a $12.5 million CAD lottery.
For retailers, it means superior merchandising, supply chain management and multi-channel
marketing. For banking it means superior financial risk management, relationship pricing
and customer insight and account optimization. For Telco’s, it’s the ability to improve churn
management, network analytics, performance and overall sales and marketing effectiveness.
And for the public sector, it can help manage everything from security threats to regulatory
compliance and fraud detection.
With HP, organizations can start their Big Data journey at any point. At each step, they can
calculate their Return on Information, to determine where and when to make additional
investments to drive increasing value. Whether they begin with massively scalable structured
analytics or efficient insight into unstructured/semi-structured data, when they embark on the
journey to access 100 percent of the data – HP is there.

Information Optimization – The Time is Now
HP Information Optimization solutions already have enabled customers in a variety of
industries to harness the power of Big Data to deliver better value to their customers and
citizens. With HP’s Next Generation Information Platform, customers can adopt Information
Optimization solutions to Big Data challenges at their own pace, establishing the value on
each step. Industry research shows that everybody knows that they face a daunting challenge,
but struggle with where to begin. The first step is to evaluate your Return on Information.
By focusing on Return on Information, organizations can systematically focus on extracting
dramatically greater and timelier value from their information while also lowering their costs.
The incredible volume, velocity, and variety of information requires new approaches to leverage
100 percent of information; there is no step more risky than no step at all. Information is the
core of any business or government. Those that extract actionable insight from 100 percent of
information will make better decisions and lead their markets. HP’s Information Optimization
solution portfolio can help any company or government harness the power of Big Data,
maximize Return on Information and accelerate time to value.

Learn more at
hp.com/go/information

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated

Share with colleagues
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